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and that <p be infinitely differentiable on {I: ,1 :'0 ltl $ .9}. Then let 

"( )·-{'P(Y/~)+'P(xfy) ifxy'fO, 
'<'x,y.-f ·r 0 1 xy== . 

Then ¢ : R~ ___, [0, oo) has infinitely many derivatives at all points (in par
ticular 8"'¢(0,0) = 0 for all<> of 0), so that Taylor's Theorem (3) holds for 
every n. However, ¢(0,0) = 1 and ¢(t,t) = 0 for all t # 0 so that Peano's 
Theorem (4} with x = (0,0) and h = (1, 1) fails for eVery n '2: L AlsO note 
that the conclusion of the Lagrange-Taylor Theorem fails for x = (0, 0), 
h = (1,1) and each n. 

3. Our formulation of Theorem (3) is "democratic" in tl1e sense that 
x and x + h may be any pair of point in the clooed halL Frequently x is 
a distinguished point, the center of a ball on which the goodness of. the 
function f is prescribed. In this case the hypothesis in Theorem (3) can 
easily be lightened by examining the proof; in fact, only the behavior of the 
function on the rectangular path P defined in Remark I is relevant. It seems 
overly technical to belabor this point in the absence of a specific application. 

4. Since the hypothesis of Theorem (3) does not force the partial deriva
tives to commute, there are d! Taylor Theorems similar to our Theorem (3). 
We vary fu:•t the first· coordinate, next the second coordinate, aJtd so on, in 
forming the polygonal path P. One could make the order of the sei('Ction 
of coordinates vary according to any permutation of {I, 2, .... d}; then one 
would have to carefully redefine a"' f to take this ordering into account. 

5. Our proof of Taylor's Theorem (3) doos not use the chain rule; in fact, 
it does not require directional deriva\iR-s in non-coordinate axes directions. 
(This explains why we can lighten the hypothesis.) This means that certain 
pedagogical advantages come with the proof: for example, the chain rule 
can be preceded hy Taylor's Theorem or can be di~pensed with altogether 
in an applied course. 

6. The conditions on the nth order partial derivatives in the hypoth
esis of Taylor's Theorem (3) are "sparse" in two senses. First, \here arc 
(n;\:d) (c:= dn as n __, oo) distinct partial derivatives appearing in the term 
Ll~l=n a~ f(x)h~(o:! but only d of them (the unmixed ones) need to have 
any continuity properties whatsoever. Second. the continuity required o[ 

eaclt of these dis only in a single direction. 

5. Applications of Taylor's Theorem (3). We mention two major 
types of applications. The first "~e those which arise as a consequence 
of Peano's Theorem (4) and include moot applications given in advanced 
calculu8 books. The most common of these is the derivation of sufficient 
conditions for a critical value of a function to be a relative extremum. For 
example, in [16], pp. 212-220, Pea.no's Theorem ( 4) is derived from scratch 
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(as it must be, oince Pea.no's Theorem (4) does not follow from the Lagrange-
Taylor Theorem mentioned in Remark 1) and used to develop sufficient 
conditions for a relative extremum. 

A second a.nd more direct use of the Lagrange-Taylor Theorem occurs 
when the function to be expanded is presumed to have all partial derivatives 
of a certaln order bounded. In such situations Theorem (3) produces ex
actly the same estimates as the Lagrange-Taylor Theorem from a definitely 
weaker hypothesis. We give ao example of this t.ype of application from the 
area of numeri<;al solutions of partial differential equations. Let d = 2 and 

let M := suplal~4,leiSihi,MSIIldl&~f(x + ~,y +!])I} and assume only that 
M is finite. Use Taylor's Theorem (3) to expand each of the four terms 
f(x ± h, y ±h) to order 4 and substitute to produce the formulas 

J2f a~, 

8x2(x,y)+ 8y2(x,y) 

' {' h2 4IJ(x + h,y +h)+ J(x- h,y+ h)+ f(x + h,y- h) 

+f(x- h,y- h)]- f(x,y)} +E1 

'"' fP J 1 
-
8 8 

(x,y) = -,]f(x+ h,y+ h) - f(x- h,y +h)- f(x th,y- h) 
X 1/ 4h 

+f(x-h.y-h)]+E2, 

where E 1 and E2 are linear combinations of fourth order partial derivatives, 
The triangle inequality followed by simple majorization of each I&~ Jl,ln] = 

4, by M produces the well-known estimates ]E11 :'0 fMh2 and IE, I :'0 ~Mh2 . 
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